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INTRODUCTION

THE HISTAMINERGIC NEURON SYSTEM in the brain plays
important roles in various physiological functions such as
wakefulness, cognition and memory.1–3 These brain func-
tions are mediated mainly by histamine H1 receptors
(H1Rs), one of 4 known subtypes (H1, H2, H3, and H4).1

For mapping the distribution of H1Rs in the human brain,
positron emission tomography (PET) has been used
with [11C]-labeled doxepin, a potent H1R antagonist.4

[11C]doxepin is radiotracer of choice because of its high
affinity to H1Rs and its ability to penetrate the blood-brain
barrier.5 PET with [11C]doxepin has been applied to the
investigation of various pathological states including

Alzheimer’s disease and epilepsy,6,7 as well as sedation
due to antihistamines observed in patients with various
disorders.2,8–10

In most H1R mapping studies, the binding potential
(BP) of [11C]doxepin to H1Rs is calculated using the
graphical method introduced by Logan and colleages.11

As part of our recent efforts to establish a suitable analyti-
cal method for [11C]doxepin, we first demonstrated that
the one-tissue model (1TM) was more stable in parameter
estimation of [11C]doxepin kinetics than the two-tissue
model (2TM) which leads to a large variation in parameter
values, depending strongly upon the startup parameters.12

Thereafter, we also developed a short (15-min-long) static
scan protocol of one-point blood sampling to reduce
physical and psychological stress of test persons in clini-
cal trials, in which the persons are to be scanned 3 to 4
times.13 So far, we have not examined the possible appli-
cation of reference tissue models to [11C]doxepin data,
where blood sampling is not needed. Two major reference
tissue models are available: the simplified reference tissue
model (SRTM)14 and Logan graphical analysis with
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reference tissue (LGAR).15

A compartment model for receptor analysis should be
developed based on the kinetic tracer behavior in target
organs. Usually, this behavior is described with a three-
compartment model (two-tissue model: 2TM),16 but if
rapid equilibrium occurs among free, nonspecifically and
specifically bound compartments, a 1TM is suitable for
the kinetic analysis.17 In fact, our previous study already
demonstrated that 1TM was suitable for describing the
kinetic data of [11C]doxepin whereas the results based on
2TM highly depended on initial parameter estimation so
that different initial values produced different results.12

Therefore, 2TM was excluded from the present evalua-
tion. In the present study, H1R-[11C]doxepin binding
parameters estimated by 2 reference tissue models, SRTM
and LGAR, were compared to those calculated by LGA
and by 1TM. Reliability of these analytical methods was
also examined by comparing the obtained parameters to
those calculated by 1TM, probably the most reliable
method in the present evaluation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Five healthy male volunteers, 21–27 years old, partici-
pated in the present study. None had any previous history
of psychiatric or neurological disorders and none of them
showed anatomical abnormalities in brain MRI images.
Written informed consent was obtained from every sub-
ject before enrollment in the present study. The volunteers
were asked to abstain from taking medication for a week
before the study, and from taking tobacco, alcohol and
caffeine on the day of experiment. The study was ap-
proved by the respective ethics committees of the Tokyo
Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology and of Tohoku
University Graduate School of Medicine, and was per-
formed in compliance with relevant laws.

PET measurement
Dynamic scans in two-dimensional mode were performed
using Headtome-V (Shimadzu Co., Kyoto, Japan) with 63
slices of 128-by-128 voxels each at transverse resolution
of 4.5 mm full width of half maximum (FWHM) and at
axial resolution of 5.8 mm FWHM. PET images were
reconstructed with a filtered backprojection algorithm,
and corrections were applied for dead time, detector
uniformity and photon attenuation. The frame arrange-
ment was 10 sec × 6 frames, 30 sec × 3 frames, 60 sec ×
5 frames, 2.5 min × 5 frames and 5 min × 14 frames for a
total of 90 minutes and [11C]doxepin was prepared as
previously described.12 The injected radioactivity dose of
[11C]doxepin was 493 ± 109 MBq and the cold mass was
23 ± 16 nmol (mean ± SD). Arterial blood was sampled
every 10 sec for the first 150 sec post-injection and
afterwards at 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 75 and 90
min. Metabolite analysis was carried out using 6 plasma

samples obtained 3, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60 min after the
injection as previously described.12

Model-based analysis
The 2TM provides a general framework for model-based
analysis that consists of a plasma compartment (Cp) and
two-tissue compartments: one compartment is for the free
and nonspecifically bound ligands (Cf+ns), and the other is
for the specifically bound ligands (Cs). The transfer of the
ligand across compartments is governed by 4 fractional
rate constants, K1, k2, k3 and k4, where K1 is the influx rate
constant into Cf+ns, k2 is the efflux rate constant from Cf+ns,
k3 is the association rate constant into Cs, and k4 is the
dissociation rate constant from Cs, respectively. If the
association and dissociation rates between free ligands
and receptors are sufficiently rapid compared to the trans-
port parameters K1 and k2, the model can be simplified
using a one-tissue compartment, where all of the free
ligands and nonspecifically and specifically bound ligands
are represented by a single tissue compartment. This
model is the 1TM,17 where the concentration time func-
tion CT(t) in a certain regional tissue is expressed as
follows,

CT(t) = K1CP(t)⊗e−k2at (1)

where CP(t) is the concentration time function in the
plasma, and k2a is the efflux rate constant from the single
tissue compartment. The distribution volume (DV) can be
written as DV = K1/k2a = K1/k2 (1 + k3/k4). Provided that the
H1R concentration in the reference tissue is negligibly
small and that K1/k2 is constant in the all brain regions, the
binding potential (BP = k3/k4) can be obtained as BP = DV/
DVREF−1, where DVREF is DV in the reference tissue. In
the present study, the cerebellum was used as the refer-
ence tissue because of the negligibly small H1R concen-
tration in this region.

In SRTM,14 the target and reference tissues are de-
scribed as a one-tissue model. If K1/k2 is constant in the all
brain regions, CT(t) in the tissue is expressed as follows,

CT(t) = R1CR(t) + k2
 
−

R1k2 CR(t)⊗e−k2/(1+k3/k4)t
1 + k3/k4 (2)

where CR(t) is the concentration time function in the
reference region, and R1 is the ratio of delivery to the
regional tissue compared to the reference region (ratio of
influx). This method can avoid the complexity of arterial
blood sampling.

The formula for LGA is expressed as follows:11

      CT(t)dt 
= DV

       CP(t)dt 
+ a1 (3)

     CT(T)                    CT(T)

where the values of the slope DV and the intercept a1 are
obtained by linear regression. The BP value is obtained as
BP = DV/DVREF − 1. LGAR15 is expressed as follows:
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5 subjects) were examined. Then, the failure rate of each
modeling procedure was expressed as [number of regions
whose estimation failed]/85 × 100%.

2)   Physiological rationality
Physiological rationality was assessed by comparing the
estimated BP values to H1R densities measured in the
brain in vitro using [3H]doxepin, as reported by Kanba
and Richelson.20 In addition, correlations were examined
between BP values calculated by 1TM and those by the
other methods using Pearson’s correlation test.

3)   Sensitivity to noise
Simulation was performed to evaluate the sensitivity to
noise for each model-based method. This evaluation was
carried out for BP estimation for the temporal cortex that
was rich in H1Rs and in the occipital cortex that was
relatively poor in H1Rs, by using the cerebellum as the
reference region. Simulation data (ROIN) are expressed as
the following:

ROIN(t) = ROI(t) + SD(t) × N(0,1) (5)

SD(t) =    c × ROI(t) × eλt

                          ∆t

where a non-dimensional constant c determines the noise
level, λ is a decay constant of the isotope, ∆t is frame
length, N(0,1) is a pseudo-random number of a Gauss
distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of
one.21

In the present simulation, random noise was introduced
and noisy datasets were analyzed with SRTM, LGAR,
LGA and 1TM, at 8 different noise levels (noise level c =
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40). The noise levels of the actual
brain image data were considered to remain within the
range of the noise levels mentioned above. In the present
simulation analysis, 1000 different curves were generated
for each noise level, and the effects of noise levels on the
results were evaluated using a bias, i.e. the difference
between the true BP values and BP values obtained in
1000 simulations, for each modeling method.

Simulation on the effect of nonspecific binding
In order to investigate the effect of nonspecific binding on
the parameter estimation, another simulation was per-
formed according to the following procedure. Simulated
tTACs in the various cortical regions and the reference
tissue (the cerebellum) were generated by 1TM with
varying nonspecific binding values of DVREF = 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30. Based on an assumption that nonspecific
binding is equal in the target and reference regions, DVREF

was set to be identical to the nonspecific binding in the
target regions in this simulation analysis. Based on the
results of ROI analysis in the temporal cortex, the param-
eters K1 and DVROI in the ROI were fixed at 0.495 [ml/g/
min] and 36.5, respectively where DVROI represented the

∫
   T

0      CT(t)dt 
= DVR 

       CR(t)dt + CR(t)/k2′ 
  + a2 (4)

 CT(T)                              CT(T)

where DVR is the distribution volume ratio (DV/DVREF),
a2 is an intercept term, and k2′ is an average value in the
reference tissue. Then BP is obtained as BP = DVR − 1,
and the complexity of arterial blood sampling is avoided.

Data analysis
Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn on 5 cortical
structures (the frontal, temporal, occipital, parietal and
cingulate cortices) bilaterally, 3 subcortical structures
(the thalamus, caudate nucleus and putamen) bilaterally,
and on the midbrain centrally. Two ROIs in right and left
regions were drawn on cortical and subcortical structures.
In results, 17 ROI data were obtained to obtain averaged
tissue time-activity curves (tTACs) as reported previ-
ously.12 One additional ROI was drawn on the cerebellum
to obtain an averaged tTAC in the reference tissue.

In 1TM and SRTM analysis, parameters were esti-
mated in standard nonlinear fitting algorithms of the
Gauss-Newton type. The nonlinear regression was con-
sidered to have converged if all parameters had been
changed by less than 0.1% from the previous iteration.
Failure of convergence was declared if nonlinear regres-
sion failed to reach convergence after 100 iterations, and
if the determinant of the normal equation’s coefficient
matrix was less than 10−20. The initial values of K1 and k2

in 1TM were 0.5 [ml/g/min] and 0.02 [/min], respectively,
and those of R1, k2 and BP in SRTM were 1, 0.01 [/min]
and 0.5, respectively. Delay between tTAC and the plasma
time-activity curve (pTAC) was estimated using an aver-
aged tTAC of the whole-brain. In the present study,
cerebral blood volume was disregarded because it is
generally small (3–5%).18

BP values derived from different methods were com-
pared in terms of the following criteria: 1) failure rate, 2)
physiological rationality, and 3) sensitivity to noise.

1)   Failure rate
In general, a failure in parameter estimation occurs in the
following cases: a) when the nonlinear regression proce-
dure fails to reach convergence, b) when the estimated
parameter is unstable against variation of the initial pa-
rameter values in nonlinear regression, c) when BP values
calculated by DVR − 1 become negative, d) when the
standard error in the estimated parameter becomes very
large. Note that the standard error here means the error in
a parameter caused by the inherent uncertainty of this
estimation procedure. The standard error of the parameter
was obtained from the diagonal of the covariance matrix,
and the result of parameter estimation was defined as
“failure” when the standard error exceeded 30%.19 In the
present analysis, a total of 85 ROIs (17 ROIs from each of
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sum of distribution volumes containing both nonspecific
and specific bindings. The true BP values were calculated
as BP = DVROI/ DVREF − 1. Since the DVROI value was
fixed at 36.5 and DVREF values were set to be changeable,
high DVREF values would result in low BP values. The
parameter K1 in the reference tissue was fixed at 0.529
[ml/g/min]. Random noise was introduced (noise level: c
= 15) to the dynamic image data, and the noisy tTACs
were analyzed with SRTM, LGAR, LGA and 1TM mod-
eling methods at different DVREF values, for which 1000

realizations of noisy tTACs were generated. Finally, the
effect of nonspecific binding in the target and reference
regions was evaluated by comparing BP estimates with
the truth.

RESULTS

In the present study, BP values were calculated from DV
or DVR values determined by each model using ROI-
derived tTACs, and these BP values were then compared.

Table 1   Calculated binding potential (BP) values using simplified reference tissue model (SRTM), Logan graphical analysis with
reference tissue (LGAR), Logan graphical analysis (LGA) and one-tissue model (1TM), compared to histamine H1 receptor (H1R)
density in autopsied human brains.20 In the frontal, temporal, occipital, parietal, and cingulate cortices, thalamus, caudate nucleus and
putamen, mean ± SD of 10 ROIs (two ROIs in right and left regions for each of 5 subjects). In the midbrain, mean ± SD of 5 ROIs (one
ROI for each of 5 subjects)

Estimated binding potential H1R density
Brain areas SRTM LGAR LGA 1TM measured in vitro

mean %SD mean %SD mean %SD mean %SD (fmol/mg protein/0.1 nM)

frontal cortex 0.53 26 0.36 18 0.38 24 0.37 25 19.1
temporal cortex 0.51 14 0.47 16 0.49 25 0.49 24 23.5
parietal cortex 0.2 29 0.36 20 0.37 26 0.37 25 16.6
occipital cortex 0.35 34 0.24 21 0.25 19 0.25 16 13.2
cingulate cortex   — — 0.39 19 0.39 20 0.4 21 22.3
thalamus 0.24 19 0.31 17 0.31 16 0.34 16 4.3
caudate nucleus 0.32 16 0.23 44 0.24 48 0.28 44 5.3
putamen 0.32 14 0.34 29 0.34 29 0.36 27 4.4
midbrain — — 0.16 146 0.22 110 0.14 148 2.2

Fig. 1   Relationship between binding potential (BP) values and histamine H1 receptor (H1R) densities
in autopsied human brains.20 The simplified reference tissue model (SRTM) (A), Logan graphical
method with reference tissue (LGAR) (B), Logan graphical method with arterial sampling (LGA) (C),
and one tissue model (1TM) (D).
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The mean cerebellar k2 (0.022 [/min]) obtained by 1TM
was used in LGAR. The averaged starting times t0 for
linear regression were 4.7 ± 1.7 [min] and 4.6 ± 1.8 [min]
for LGA and LGAR, respectively.

Failure rate
Mean BP values estimated by SRTM, LGAR, LGA, and
1TM across the 5 subjects are presented in Table 1. In
parameter estimation, 1TM produced reasonable BP val-

ues in all of 85 ROIs studied (failure rate = 0%), and LGA
failed in 2 out of 85 ROIs (failure rate = 2.4%), respec-
tively. SRTM, however, failed in 58 out of 85 ROIs
(failure rate = 68.2%), while LGAR failed in only 1 out of
85 ROIs (failure rate = 1.2%).

Physiological rationality and correlation to results of
1TM
H1R densities in the human brain measured in vitro using
[3H]doxepin as a radioligand are given in Table 1.20 H1R
densities in the subcortical regions were lower than a
quarter of the highest density in the cortex. However, a
marked discrepancy in cortical/subcortical ratios was
seen between the BP values measured in vivo and H1R
densities measured in vitro. And the correlation between
H1R densities and BP values was not statistically
significant (p > 0.05) in the subcortical regions or in the
midbrain for all of the 4 methods such as SRTM, LGAR,
LGA and 1TM. Correlation of H1R densities to the BP
values was statistically significant in the cortical regions
such as the frontal, temporal, occipital, parietal and cingu-
late cortices, and the correlation coefficients were r = 0.89
(p > 0.1), r = 0.92 (p < 0.05), r = 0.91 (p < 0.05) and r = 0.93
(p < 0.05), respectively (Fig. 1).

In Figure 2, BP values in the 5 cortical regions are
shown. Further correlation analysis demonstrated signifi-
cant correlations of the BP values based on 1TM to those
estimated by SRTM (r = 0.73: p < 0.001), LGAR (r = 0.94:
p < 0.001) and by LGA (r = 0.99: p < 0.001), respectively

Fig. 2   Calculated binding potential (BP) values using simplified
reference tissue model (SRTM), Logan graphical analysis with
reference tissue (LGAR), Logan graphical analysis (LGA) and
one-tissue model (1TM) in the five cortical regions (frontal,
temporal, occipital, parietal and cingulate cortices). The BP
value in the cingulate cortex was not available with SRTM.

Fig. 3   Correlations between binding potential (BP) values calculated by 1TM and other three methods:
the simplified reference tissue model (SRTM) (A), Logan graphical method with reference tissue
(LGAR) (B), and Logan graphical method with arterial sampling (LGA) (C).
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(Fig. 3). The mean biases from the BP value based on 1TM
(standard) in the cortical regions (50 ROIs: 10 ROIs for
each of 5 subjects) were 6.5% with SRTM, 1.3% with
LGAR and 0.3% with LGA, respectively.

Sensitivity to noise
The effect of noise in dynamic images on resultant BP
values was examined for SRTM, LGAR, LGA and 1TM
using simulation analysis. Simulated datasets were gener-

Fig. 4   Results of noise analysis in BP estimation in the temporal cortex with the simplified reference
tissue model (SRTM) (A), Logan graphical method with reference tissue (LGAR) (B), Logan graphical
method with arterial sampling (LGA) (C), and one tissue model (1TM) (D). The bias is between binding
potential (BP) values averaged over 1000 simulations and the true BP. Noise level is described in
MATERIALS AND METHODS section.

Fig. 5   Results of simulation in BP estimation at different DVREF. The simplified reference tissue model
(SRTM) (A), Logan graphical method with reference tissue (LGAR) (B), Logan graphical method with
arterial sampling (LGA) (C), and one tissue model (1TM) (D). The bias is between binding potential
(BP) values averaged over 1000 simulations and the true BP. Noise level c was fixed at 15.
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ated using TACs in the cerebellum (1TM, K1 = 0.529 [ml/
g/min], k2 = 0.0220 [/min]), in the temporal cortex (1TM,
K1 = 0.495 [ml/g/min], k2 = 0.0140 [/min]) and in the
occipital cortex (1TM, K1 = 0.461 [ml/g/min], k2 = 0.0153
[/min]). Figure 4 shows results of the simulation for BP
estimation in the temporal cortex. At all the noise levels
studied here, the mean bias of BP values in 1TM was
demonstrated to be smaller than in those of SRTM, LGAR
and in LGA for both the temporal and the occipital
cortices.

Simulation study on nonspecific binding
Figure 5 shows the results of simulation concerning BP
estimation at different DVREF values. As to the parameter
estimation based on 1TM, biases were very small at all
DVREF values. In contrast, a trend toward an increased
bias was observed with higher DVREF values for LGA,
LGAR and SRTM. Particularly, biases of SRTM at high
DVREF values were the largest among the all the methods
examined. The results indicated that the failure rate of
SRTM clearly increased with increased DVREF values (for
instance, 20, 25 and 30) ranging from 1.9, 28.0 to 66.5%,
respectively, though the failure rate remained 0% when
the DVREF was smaller than 15. On the other hand, failure
rates of 1TM, LGA and LGAR were always 0% at all
given DVREF values.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, the authors examined BP values
estimated by SRTM and LGAR in terms of parameter
stability and of correlation between autopsy data and BP
values estimated by 1TM. An analytical method requiring
arterial blood sampling is most accurate as the minimum
bias and the highest correlation coefficients appear in the
comparison of 1TM and LGA. However, it is difficult to
apply this method to subjects in some situations such as in
the presence of blood-borne infections.15 Using reference
tissue models, blood sampling and time-consuming me-
tabolite measurements can be avoided and scanning pro-
tocol and data analysis can be simplified.14

Simplified reference tissue model (SRTM)
This method has been widely accepted and used for
various tracers; however, this method was demonstrated
to be unstable in parameter estimation of [11C]doxepin
binding. The failure rate of SRTM was so high (68.2%)
that parameters were not available in many brain regions.
The parameter correlation to 1TM was fairly low (r = 0.71:
p < 0.001) and its correlation to autopsy data was not
significant (r = 0.89: p > 0.1). The authors additionally
tested the linear estimation method employed in Gunn’s
implementation of SRTM.22 This method also failed to
obtain BP values in 16 out of 85 ROIs (failure rate =
18.8%) even when the criterion 4 (standard error of the
estimated parameter larger than 30%) was not applied. A

possible reason for the high failure rate in parameter
estimation with SRTM might be due to the relatively high
nonspecific binding that resulted in a relatively large DV
value in the cerebellum, which exceeded a half of the
cortical DV values5,12 (Table 2). Since DV values repre-
sent total binding, the cerebellar DV includes nonspecific
binding while the cortical DV includes both specific and
nonspecific bindings. Even if the amount of nonspecific
binding is equal in the cortex and the cerebellum as
described previously,12 relatively high nonspecific bind-
ing might obscure the signals of specific binding in the
cortex. According to Jensen and colleagues, SRTM seemed
to be unsuitable for kinetic analysis for the binding of a
serotonin transporter antagonist, [11C]-NS 4194, because
of its high nonspecific binding throughout the brain.23

Thus, an additional simulation analysis was conducted
in the present study in order to investigate the effect of
nonspecific binding on the results of parameter estima-
tion. The simulation analysis demonstrated that high
nonspecific binding was associated with a high failure rate
due to a large error in parameter estimation with SRTM,
even when all required assumptions were fulfilled for the
use of this model. The high failure rate due to high
nonspecific binding can be predicted by the equation (2),
where the high nonspecific binding reflects low k2 values.
Suppose the k2 value is extremely low, the first term in the
right-hand side is dominant and the right-hand side is
almost independent of the second term which contains
BP, k2 and R1. This would be one of the reasons param-
eters cannot be estimated uniquely. The mean k2 value
measured for [11C]doxepin in the cerebellum was low (k2

= 0.022 [/min]) as compared with that of other neuro-
receptor radioligands such as the D2-receptor antago-
nist [11C]raclopride (0.163 [/min]) and the D1-receptor
antagonist [11C]SCH23390 (0.101 [/min]).24 Generally,
SRTM appears to be suitable for tracers with negligibly
low nonspecific binding in the reference tissues such as
[11C]raclopride and [11C]SCH23390, but is not suitable
for tracers with relatively high nonspecific binding

Table 2   Calculated distribution volume (DV) values using
Logan graphical analysis (LGA) and one-tissue model (1TM)

Present study DV

Brain areas LGA 1TM

mean %SD mean %SD

frontal cortex 33.6 19.4 33.6 19.7
temporal cortex 36.5 20.5 36.4 20.0
parietal cortex 33.5 18.9 33.4 19.2
occipital cortex 30.4 15.9 30.5 15.9
cingulate cortex 33.9 16.7 34.1 17.1
thalamus 32.0 16.1 32.5 15.3
caudate nucleus 30.3 20.6 31.4 21.3
putamen 32.7 19.4 33.2 19.3
midbrain 27.1 15.2 27.4 15.3
cerebellum 24.3 15.6 24.3 15.6
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throughout the brain such as [11C]doxepin.14

Logan graphical analysis with reference tissue (LGAR)
This method15 was introduced as an extended version of
LGA11 where tracer binding was evaluated as DVR.
However, in order to calculate BP values expressed by
DVR − 1, the two following assumptions are required.

The first assumption is that the region used as the
reference is devoid of specific binding. Blocking studies
showed that there is no appreciable difference in
[11C]doxepin binding in the cerebellum with or without
administration of d-chlorpheniramine, a highly potent
H1R antagonist4,5 demonstrating that specific binding of
[11C]doxepin in the cerebellum is negligibly small. In
addition, postmortem human studies revealed that the
H1R density in the cerebellum was less than a tenth of that
in the frontal cortex.20,25 Thus, it appears that the first
assumption is justified in the present case.

The second assumption states that K1/k2 should be
equal in the target and reference tissues. It is impossible to
directly prove that K1/k2 is equal in all the brain regions in
the case of [11C]doxepin since K1, k2, k3 and k4 were not
available with 2TM.12 However, a previous study demon-
strated a similar amount of nonspecific binding in the
cerebellum and cerebral cortices.25 Thus the second as-
sumption holds for the cortical tissues, and it appears to
justify calculation of BP values with LGAR.

Furthermore, the excellent correlation between BP
values estimated by LGAR and 1TM (r = 0.96: p < 0.001)
justifies the use of the cerebellar ROI value as a reference
input. The failure rates, one of the criteria for validation of
these modeling methods, were 1.2%, 2.4% and 0% for
LGAR, LGA and 1TM, respectively. Because the graphi-
cal analysis requires no apriori choice of compartment
configuration, the correlation to DV values calculated by
LGA is a possible criterion for choosing a compartment
configuration.

The noise simulation demonstrated that 1TM provided
better parameter estimation than LGA in the presence of
noise (Fig. 4). In addition, the failure rate of 1TM was 0%
and the correlation between BP with 1TM and biopsy data
in the cortical regions was strong (r = 0.93). As described
previously, 1TM described [11C]doxepin kinetics better
than 2TM.12 Therefore, we chose 1TM as the reference in
the present study. Comparison between H1R densities
and BP values from LGAR, LGA and 1TM showed much
better correlations in the cortical regions than in other
brain regions. One of the reasons to explain this might be
relatively high nonspecific binding in these regions.25

Therefore, the parameters in the regions with high
nonspecific binding should be evaluated with caution. On
the other hand, since specific binding in the cortex is
relatively high, BP estimation in the cortex is more
reliable.

In the simulations to evaluate stability to noise, the bias
of BP values from LGAR is larger than those obtained

from LGA and 1TM at all noise levels. To determine the
noise level corresponding to the noise level in actual brain
image data, we compared the mean sum of squares of
residuals in simulation data at each noise level to the ones
of the actual image datasets. For BP estimation in the
temporal cortex with LGAR, this comparison revealed
that the noise level of actual brain image data corresponds
to a noise level of 10 to 15 (Fig. 4) resulting in average bias
of −2.2% to −2.8%. On the other hand, for BP estimation
in the occipital cortex with LGAR, the noise level of
actual brain image data corresponded to noise levels of 10
to 15 resulting here in average bias of −3.1% to −3.7%.
These results suggest that reliable parameter estimation
with small bias is provided by LGAR as long as the noise
level of actual brain data remains around 10 to 15 in the
cortex, although LGAR underestimates the true values,
when the noise level of actual brain data is higher, as
mentioned already.26

In summary, in the present study, we analyzed
[11C]doxepin binding with SRTM, LGAR, LGA and
1TM. Comparison of BP values estimated by LGAR
showed an excellent correlation with 1TM. On the other
hand, SRTM did not provide satisfactory parameter esti-
mation in several brain regions. At the noise level of actual
brain data, LGAR was able to provide reliable parameter
estimation in the cortex with small bias. Since LGAR does
not require arterial blood sampling, this method is a useful
tool for clinical studies for H1R quantification with PET
and [11C]doxepin. This method can be applied to investi-
gation of brain H1R densities in various physiological and
pharmacological conditions in healthy and diseased sub-
jects in the near future, although the present study used
only a limited number of normal subjects (n = 5). We
expect a growing number of nuclear medicine techniques
will be applied in related fields using convenient methods
as discussed in this paper.
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